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From Tony Johnson, Chief Executive Officer, LVVTA

Introduction:
The purpose of this article is to provide New Zealand vehicle enthusiasts with an update on the new ‘Clean Car Import
Standard’ under development by the Government. The big change since previous information issued publicly by LVVTA
is that the four key enthusiast groups have got together to prepare and submit a joint submission, and the details of the
submission are contained in this article.

A quick recap:
The Ministry of Transport is in the process of developing new legislation, generally referred to as ‘The Clean Car Import
Standard’, or the ‘2025 Clean Car Standard’, which is aimed at light vehicles entering New Zealand from 2023-on. The
new standard is expected to be in place by 2022, and to be in full effect by 2025.
The intention of the new Clean Car Standard is to progressively lower CO2 emissions of vehicles entering the New
Zealand fleet, from the current average (across the fleet) of 171 grams of CO2/km, down (by almost 40% over five years)
to 105 grams of CO2/km by 2025. This is part of the ongoing world-wide ‘clean-up’ of air quality, in which the NZ
Government wants to play its part. It’s also in recognition that the CO 2 emissions of New Zealand’s vehicle fleet is one
of the worst of all of the OECD countries.
We’ve all heard the term ‘guzzler tax’ for decades as it’s been introduced throughout other parts of the world. It’s now
New Zealand’s turn, and it was always inevitable.
Because of the good relationship which has existed over many years between LVVTA and the Ministry of Transport (as
also exists for a number of other enthusiast groups), the Ministry included within its initial proposal a number of
‘exempted vehicle categories’, which for the most part, means the new requirements won’t apply to specialist (in
particular ‘old’) vehicles.
A more detailed explanation of the Clean Car Standard’ can be found on the LVVTA website, Effects of the ‘2025 Clean
Car Standard’ on Enthusiast Vehicles, dated 3 March 2021.

LVVTA’s response to Government:
LVVTA took the view that a more helpful approach for the Ministry would be for the main enthusiast groups in New
Zealand to get together and agree a fair and sensible set of ‘exempted vehicle categories’ which will meet the needs of
the majority of enthusiasts, and be simple to administer and apply for the Ministry. LVVTA invited representatives from
the Federation of Motoring Clubs (Harry Duynhoven), the Vintage Car Club of NZ (Roger White), and the New Zealand
Hot Rod Association (Tony Robinson and Warren Pattinson). These four enthusiast groups collectively represent
approximately 150,000 members, all of whom have an interest in old enthusiast vehicles.
Tony Johnson, LVVTA CEO, arranged and chaired the meeting held on March 16th at the LVVTA offices in Porirua, and
also invited an environment specialist from the Ministry of Transport to come and talk to the group to enable a full
understanding of the Ministry’s objectives in the development of the Clean Car Standard to be gained. Agreement on
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the key points was reached by the four groups at the meeting, and this formed the basis of a joint submission which
was developed after the March 16 meeting and presented to the Ministry of Transport on March 26.
The ‘exempted vehicle categories’ proposed by the four groups within the submission are (basically) as follows:
Specialist vehicles more than 30 years old:
The Ministry’s initial proposal was that vehicles over 40 years old would be exempted. While applauding the Ministry’s
desire to provide a concession to ‘old vehicles’, the four groups agreed that a 30-year cut-off would be more appropriate
than 40 years, for the following reasons:


30 years is an internationally-recognised age used to differentiate between enthusiast vehicles and normal
commuter vehicles. The Vintage Car Club of NZ uses the 30-year cut-off as its key criteria for membership eligibility,
and VCC’s position follows on from that of the FIVA’s position (FIVA is the worldwide federative association of
historic automobile clubs).



There is a vast number of vehicles which were manufactured during the 1980s and early 1990s (that would be
penalised if a 40-year cut-off point was used rather than a 30-year cut-off) which have intrinsic collector status and
value worldwide, and the groups would like to enable the continued uptake of these vehicles by New Zealand
enthusiasts and collectors without the fee being applied, on the basis that they will typically travel substantially less
distance each year than normal commuter vehicles. Ironically, some of these vehicles were ‘boy racer’ cars 20 years
ago, but are now unaffordable for that demographic.



All 1980s cars now generally fall into one of two areas; (1) collectible 1980s cars which are now too valuable to
purchase for everyday commuter use; and (2) non-collectible 1980s cars which are of such low value that it wouldn’t
be worth the cost of importation and entry compliance (even without the gas guzzler tax) to use as a commuter the cost to do so would exceed an existing much safer and much more highly-spec’d later-model car available here
in NZ. In other words, we’re not going to get a flood of non-collectible 1980s cars pouring in because it just doesn’t
stack up economically to do so. Note also that it is not cost-effective to bring in 30-plus year-old commercial vehicles
such as vans and utilities.
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Specialist motor vehicles less than 30 years old:
The four groups proposed that an exempted vehicle category is established for modern specialist motor vehicles (newer
than 30 years old), on the basis that there are a number of modern highly-collectible and sought-after specialist vehicles
that New Zealand enthusiasts wish to import and own. In many cases these are light-weight vehicles with large-capacity
engines which will attract the highest fee (in some cases potentially adding in the region of 15% to the purchase and
importation price). However, these are for the most part ‘Sunny Sunday cars’ and travel minimal distances each year,
and therefore make a minimal contribution to New Zealand’s Co2 emissions.

Scratch-built vehicles
The Ministry’s initial proposal was that all vehicles certified to the LVV Code would be exempted, however it’s quite
obvious that a blanket exemption for all of these vehicles isn’t appropriate or necessary, because many LVV certified
vehicles aren’t ‘enthusiast’ vehicles at all (for example, taxi vans, modern utilities, and modern right-hand driveconverted vehicles), and should not be exempted from meeting the requirements of the Clean Car Standard. Vehicles
could potentially be modified and LVV certified (even temporarily) very cheaply in order to make use of this exemption
and avoid the applicable fee. LVVTA does not want the LVV system to be used as a back-door means of enabling users
to avoid paying the applicable fee.
Exempted low volume vehicles, therefore, should be restricted to just scratch-built low volume vehicles. Modern
modified production vehicles should be subject to the fee just like any other modern unmodified production vehicle,
and the older genuine enthusiast modified production low volume vehicles will be exempted by the age-based
exemption. In other words, a modified production low volume vehicle should be treated in the same way as an
unmodified production vehicle.
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Motorsport vehicles
This is an additional exempted vehicle category proposed by the group. These are typically rally cars, which are required
to be road-registered in order to travel on public roads between ‘special stages’.

Next steps:
The Ministry of Transport has undertaken to work through our response with their legal team and reconnect with us
during May, so once we know more, we’ll let you know.
In the meantime, keep hold of the important fact that none of this is preventing us from importing what we can
currently import; it’s just about applying a fee to those vehicles which are heavy emitters.
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